ON ONE LANGUAGE

BE IT THAT WE CAN ALL USE THE SAME LANGUAGE? WHY? WHY NOT?

WHY NOT, BECAUSE:
THAT’S THE WAY IT’S BEEN.
WE ARE DIFFERENT.
THERE ARE SOME EXPRESSIONS OF FEELINGS OR BEINGNESS IN SOME LANGUAGES THAT CAN NOT BE TRANSLATED.
A CERTAIN TYPE OF CREATIVITY FLOWS FROM THE VARIOUS LANGUAGES FROM WHICH AN ETHNIC RICHNESS AND DIVERSITY FLOWERS.
ETC.

WHY, BECAUSE:
THOSE EXPRESSIONS IN LANGUAGE THAT CAN NOT BE TRANSLATED WOULD HAVE TO BE PRESERVED, TAUGHT, LEARNED AND MOST IMPORTANTLY UNDERSTOOD.
ONE LANGUAGE WOULD PROMOTE CREATIVITY. LOOK AT INTERNATIONAL FOOTBALL/SOCCER AND BASKETBALL THESE TWO SPORTS HAVE THEIR OWN LANGUAGE AND THE MOST AMAZINGLY GIFTED AND CREATIVE ATHLETES ON THE PLANET. IMAGINE IF ART AND MUSIC WERE SO GRACED.
IF ONE IS TO BELIEVE THE PRECEPTS OF NEARLY EVERY RELIGION ON THIS PLANET, THEN WE ARE ALL TO BECOME LIKE JESUS OR BUDDHA OR LIKE SAI BABA (THE PLANET’S CURRENT AVATAR - INCARNATION OF THE DIVINE). SINCE WE ALL SHOULD HAVE THE SAME GOAL. IT MIGHT BE MUCH EASIER ATTAINED, IF WE HAD CLEAR COMMUNICATION BETWEEN ONE ANOTHER.
ACCORDING TO MANY MYSTICS AND THE CURRENT AVATAR THERE IS NO DIFFERENCE BETWEEN US - ALL IS GOD. FOR EXAMPLE: SAI BABA HAS QUITE GRAPHICALLY SAID, “THE FRUIT YOU EAT THIS MORNING, STOOL TONIGHT - NO DIFFERENCE!” (MEANING THAT BOTH ARE GOD).
AND, OF COURSE, THERE ARE TWO SCHOOLS OF THOUGHT ON THE INFINITY OF SAMENESS AND THE INFINITY OF THE DIFFERENCES. THIS IS SUMMED UP WELL BY THE PRIMARY KOAN OF ZEN: “AS YOU ARE FIRST LEARNING ZEN, YOU LEARN THAT MOUNTAINS AND STREAMS ARE NOT MOUNTAINS AND STREAMS, BUT ONCE YOU’VE LEARNED ZEN, YOU TRULY UNDERSTAND THAT MOUNTAINS AND STREAMS ARE MOUNTAINS AND STREAMS.” WHICH MEANS THAT: YOU FIRST LEARN THAT ALL THINGS ARE PART OF THE INFINITE; THEN YOU LEARN THAT ALL THINGS ARE INFINITE UNTO THEMSELVES (HOWEVER, HAVING GOD AS THE COMMON ROOT).
NAMASTE’!! WHICH MEANS: I HONOR THE GOD WITHIN YOU. AND, BUDDHA SAID, “TREAT ALL THINGS AS GOD, BECAUSE THEY ARE.”
WHICH EVER IS THE CASE, ALL THINGS BEING PART OF THE INFINITE OR EACH AND EVERYTHING BEING INFINITE UNTO ITSELF, THE QUESTION IS MUTE, THE COMMON DIVINE GOAL IS PARAMOUNT.
EVEN, NOW, SCIENCE HAS PROVEN THAT ALL THINGS ARE CONNECTED VIA BELL’S THEOREM AMONG OTHER LESS DIRECT FINDINGS:

LIGHT APPEARS TO EXHIBIT AN ALL IN ONE ROOT WHICH MAY BE THE NATURE OF THE UNIVERSE AND BELL’S THEOREM ESSENTIALLY PROVES THIS.

RE: BELL’S THEOREM:
IN THE EARLY 1930’S HEINEBURG AND SCHRODINGER BASICALLY SAID THAT THE SUB-ATOMIC WORLD WAS INFINITE, OBSERVER CREATED (THIS
IS A WELL OBSERVED PHENOMENA IN EXPERIMENTS RUN IN THE LINEAR ACCELERATORS OF THAT TIME AND THAT THERE WAS NO REDUCTIONISM, OR THIS EQUALS THAT, BECAUSE EVERYTHING IS INFINITE, WHICH ELIMINATES COMPARISONS (ONE INFINITY CAN NOT BE COMPARED TO ANOTHER). THESE IDEAS ESSENTIALLY BROUGHT NUCLEAR PHYSICS TO AN END. SO, IN 1937 EINSTEIN, PODSKY (SP?) & ROSEN CAME UP WITH THE EPR THEORY WHICH WAS A THOUGHT EXPERIMENT THAT BROUGHT US BACK INTO A MECHANISTIC WORLD OF REDUCTIONISM (SEPARATENESS, DIFFERENCES AND COMPARISONS).


Bell theorised that the two photons would act the same - mirror each other. Then in 1981 at CERN, a Frenchman named Alain something actually came up with a very simple way of emitting the two photons traveling in opposite directions. And, Bell’s Theory became a theorem and the EPR is now a paradox; because: The two photons did mirror each other and would only yield location or momentum not both. And, among many other observed anomalies, if you sent one photon into a magnetic field causing it to spin, the other would spin, also. It is certainly as if the two photons are continuously connected or occupying the same space-time despite traveling away from each other at twice the speed of light (this is contrary to the Special Theory of Relativity which negates the possibility of two simultaneous events).

Science and the world has yet to accept the importance of Bell’s theorem, which essentially says that we are all connected and are one and the same with God.

I don’t know how it can stated in a more straightforward manner. Thus, why do we continue to jabber at one another in various languages, when we could choose to be well understood.

Now, to the Brain:

The brain stem is responsible for all of the automatic functions of the body such as breathing, heart beat and the immune system among many others. The brain stem is also, partially responsible for our innate language skills - our mother tongue, if you will.

The brain stem functions are developed when we are very young. It is quite apparent that crawling is important. These types of body movements are a stimulant to the reptilian brain which is our brain stem. We are, also, learning language at this point - yes & no & mama etc.

This crawling can be re-done when we are older with the effect of having the brain stem take over functions that have been shunted over to the cortex. The observed results are seriously increased coordination which is a function of our creative cortex.
AND AN EFFECTIVE TREATMENT FOR AUTO-IMMUNE DISORDERS SUCH AS ARTHRITIS. (ON PEOPLE THAT ARE AFFLICTED WITH ARTHRITIS THEIR IMMUNE SYSTEM ACTUALLY ATTACKS THEIR JOINTS; THUS, IT IS AN AUTO-IMMUNE DISORDER.)

APPARENTLY IF THE BRAIN’S STEM IS NOT FULLY DEVELOPED WHEN WE ARE YOUNG, THEN CERTAIN AUTOMATIC FUNCTIONS (SUCH AS CONTROL OF THE IMMUNE SYSTEM) ARE SENT TO THE CORTEX; THEN LATER IN LIFE WHEN THE CORTEX STARTS TO BECOME OVER-LOADED WITH INFORMATION, THE AUTOMATIC FUNCTIONS SUFFER; PROBABLY BECAUSE THE BRAIN CONSIDERS THE ALL IMPORTANT INFORMATION TO BE MORE IMPORTANT THAN THE AUTOMATIC FUNCTIONS. SO, IF OUR CORTEX IS FURTHER STRAINED IN COMMUNICATION PROCESSES BECAUSE THE BRAIN’S STEM IS NOT UP TO SPEED, THEN THE BODY CAN IMMEDIATELY BEGIN TO SUFFER/FEEL BAD AND WE CAN GET ANGRY AND SICK.

HAVE YOU EVER NOTICED HOW LISTENING TO SOME PEOPLE CAN MAKE YOU FEEL LIKE YOU ARE BEING BEATEN. SUCH AS, “I’D RATHER TAKE A BEATING THAN TO LISTEN TO ....”.

NOW, IN PRIMITIVE CIVILISATIONS WHERE THE BABIES ARE NOT ALLOWED TO CRAWL AROUND ON THE GROUND BECAUSE IT IS TOO DANGEROUS, WE FIND THAT NO WRITTEN LANGUAGE IS DEVELOPED (PROBABLY BECAUSE THERE IS NO ROOM IN THE CORTEX FOR IT). THEREFORE, IT IS QUITE EASY TO SEE WHY DIFFERENCES IN COMMUNICATION SYSTEMS PRODUCED BAD FEELINGS AND WARS - IT WAS ALMOST “AUTOMATIC” IN THE OLD DAYS. AND, WHY WAS THAT - MAYBE BECAUSE WE DIDN’T ALL SPEAK THE SAME LANGUAGE??!!

SO, RELIGIOUSLY LOGICALLY CREATIVELY AND PHYSIOLOGICALLY THIS PLANET IS BETTER SERVED BY USING ONLY ONE LANGUAGE.

ON HISTORY, TRADITION AND CUSTOMS:

NOW DAYS, THINGS ARE CHANGING VERY RAPIDLY. THE MOST CHANGE IS EXPERIENCED IN THE COMPUTER INDUSTRY WHERE SOME EQUIPMENT IS OBSOLETE EVEN BEFORE IT COMES OFF THE ASSEMBLY LINE. SO, HISTORY AND CULTURE ARE CHANGING SO FAST THAT NO ONE HAS TIME TO SAVOUR OR EVEN BE CONCERNED ABOUT THE REMNANTS OF THE PAST (THE OLD COMPUTER HARDWARE IS NEARLY WORTHLESS). THE PAST HISTORY IS GONE AND PEOPLE ONLY HAVE TIME TO BE CONCERNED ABOUT THE PRESENT - THE INFORMATION AGE IS FORCING US TO BE FOCUSED IN THE NOW - A TASK THE MYSTICS HAVE BEEN TRYING TO MAKE US UNDERSTAND FOR SOME TIME.

WHAT STRUCK ME ABOUT ALL THIS WAS AN OBITUARY OF A MAN WHO WORKED IN HER MAJESTY’SColonial Service and he helped the Zulus tame themselves becoming revered by them, then he went on to settle administrative problems in some other far flung corners of the colonies. He had experiences and accomplishments that he could not pass on to his grand children even if he lived another 20 years and spent the entire time reliving the past. The main reason that he couldn’t do that is because the kids are into computers, information and their friends, they are focused in the now; inextricably locked into the present with zero concern about the past or the future. May we all become more child-like.

BUT, WE CONTINUE TO HOLD ON TO THE PAST IN MANY FORMS: RELIGION, GOVERNMENT, LANGUAGE, CULTURE, MEDICINE, ENERGY
PRODUCTION, WASTE DISPOSAL, WASTE CREATION, EATING HABITS, THINKING HABITS, MONEY, SECURITY, PHYSICS, SCIENCE, TRADITION, TEACHING CHILDREN (THIS IS THE ROOT OF MANY MANY OF OUR PROBLEMS) ETC.

THE TRUTH IS THAT ONE CAN ONLY OPERATE IN THE PRESENT, NOTHING CAN BE DONE TO OR ABOUT THE PAST AND THE FUTURE IS NOT HERE YET. THIS HAS BEEN SAID MANY TIMES BY MANY FAMOUS PEOPLE, BUT IT HAS YET TO SINK IN. THE REALITY LIES IN THE WORDS OF A SONG, "THE SECRET OF LIFE IS TO ENJOY THE PASSING OF TIME." MEANWHILE BACK AT THE FARM WE HAVE:

THE RELIGION OF THE MASSES WHICH IS NOW SCIENCE AND REAL RELIGION IS DYING PROBABLY BECAUSE MOST RELIGIONS ARE USING THE SAME OLD DOGMA OR NOT REALLY SHOWING THE WORLD A METHOD OF SALVATION OTHER THAN PAYING TO KEEP THE CHURCH ALIVE. GOVERNMENTS ARE PROTECTING SPECIAL INTERESTS AND NOT THE PLANET WHICH IS DYING (ALL OF THIS PROMOTES ZERO CONFIDENCE IN GOVERNMENTS - NOT TO MENTION CORRUPTION). LANGUAGE - THERE IS ONLY ONE GOD GIVEN LANGUAGE - LOVE; IF WE ALL GOT TOGETHER ON ONE SPEAKING LANGUAGE, THEN WE'LL DEFINITELY HAVE A BETTER CHANCE AT LOVING ONE ANOTHER - TO UNDERSTAND ALL IS TO LOVE ALL. SOME LANGUAGES AND CULTURES WILL DIE BUT THEY ARE GOING TO ANYWAY AND WIND UP ON THE SCRAP HEAP WITH THE OLD COMPUTERS, WHY NOT DO IT NOW.

MEDICINE CAN'T CURE ARTHRITIS, ASTHMA, CANCER, AIDS, MS, ETC., BUT IN 1934 AT SCRIPTS INSTITUTE RAYMOND ROYAL RIFE CURED 16 OUT OF 16 TERMINALLY ILL CANCER PATIENTS USING ELECTRO-MAGNETISM. THE EVIDENCE IS IRREFUTABLE BUT PEOPLE STILL DIE LINGERING DEATHS AND THOSE DOCTORS THAT USE RIFE TECHNOLOGY ARE SYSTEMATICALLY PERSECUTED. IN-FACT, ANYBODY THAT COMES UP WITH A CANCER CURE IS PERSECUTED. WHY? MEDICINE DOESN'T WANT TO GO ON THE SCRAP HEAP? IF THEY DON'T SHAPE UP, THEY WILL.


MONEY IS NOT THE ROOT OF ALL EVIL, BUT THE LOVE OF MONEY IS. MONEY AND POWER PROVIDE A SENSE OF SECURITY AND ACCEPTANCE. TO BE ACCEPTED OR LOVED IN THE CURRENT SYSTEM REQUIRES MONEY. SO, MONEY, LOVE AND FEAR ARE ALL TIED TOGETHER. THERE IS PLENTY OF FEAR BUT NEVER ENOUGH MONEY OR LOVE - MAYBE IT SHOULD BE THE OTHER WAY AROUND? WHY ISN'T IT THIS WAY? THE ANSWER LIES IN OUR TEACHING METHODS: WE GIVE OUR CHILDREN GRADES WHICH SETS UP A SYSTEM OF JUDGMENT WHICH REFLECTS ON US ALL AND REDUCES OR ELIMINATES LOVE AS THE THE ROOT OF ALL THINGS.

THE TRADITION OF THIS PLANET USED TO BE REVERENCE FOR ALL THINGS AND ALL MAN MADE THINGS WERE PRODUCED ACCORDING TO GOD'S SCARED CANNON OF PROPORTION. THESE DAYS THE TRADITION IS SCIENCE.

THE DEFINITION OF SCIENCE IS THE SEARCH FOR KNOWLEDGE AND KNOWLEDGE IS ASSURED BELIEF WHICH IS TRUTH; SO, IN-OTHER-WORDS,
SCIENCE IS THE SEARCH FOR TRUTH. AND THE TRUTH IS THAT FREE ENERGY DEVICES, ENERGY HEALING, Ufos, SCALAR ENERGY, THE BAXTER EFFECT AND RADIONICS HAVE BEEN WITH US FOR YEARS (OVER 50 YEARS IN EACH CASE EXCEPT FOR BAXTER WHICH HAS BEEN AROUND ABOUT 20 YEARS). AND, THE TRUTH IS THAT SCIENCE, THE ESTABLISHED RELIGIONS AND OUR GOVERNMENTS TURN A BLIND EYE TO THESE FACTS/BITS OF TRUTH; IN- FACT, THEY HAVE COVERED UP THESE WONDERFUL WORLD ALTERING, ENVIRONMENTALLY FRIENDLY TECHNOLOGIES THAT POWERFULLY DEMONSTRATE THE DIVINE. MAKES ME WONDER WHEN SCIENCE, THE CHURCH AND GOVERNMENTS ARE GOING TO RE-DEFINE TRUTH > THAT ACT WOULD FIT WITH THE CURRENT TRADITION OR IMAGINE. SO, WE HAVE COME FULL CIRCLE:

THIS IS FUNNY, SAD BUT TRUE: AROUND 200 AD THE ROMAN CATHOLICS SUPPRESSED THE GNOSTICS WHOSE BASIC PRECEPT WAS TO GAIN KNOWLEDGE. NOW, SCIENCE IN ITS SEARCH FOR KNOWLEDGE SUPPRESSES THE OBSERVATIONS HEREIN REPORTED THAT WILL CAUSE MASSIVE CHANGES. NOBODY WANTS TO GIVE UP THEIR FLAWED IMAGES OF THE WAY THINGS ARE WHICH COME FROM:

IN NEARLY EVERY SCHOOL ON THIS PLANET WHERE GRADES ARE GIVEN THE KIDS ARE MEAN, I MEAN REALLY MEAN TO ONE ANOTHER. HOWEVER, IN MONTESSORRI AND WALDORF SCHOOLS THE KIDS ARE HAPPY AND COME OUT A LOT SMARTER (IN THE U.S. A GRADE 8 MONTESSORRI PUPIL HAS COVERED NEARLY ALL OF THE GRADES 9 THRU 12 PUBLIC SCHOOL MATERIAL). THIS HAS BEEN KNOWN FOR A LONG TIME, SO WHY DON’T WE SCRAP THE OTHER SYSTEM? THERE ARE MANY OTHER OBSERVANCES REGARDING SCHOOLS THAT WILL HAVE TO WAIT – SUFICE TO SAY – THEY LITERALLY IMPLANT MANY PROBLEMS INTO A PERSON’S CORE BELIEFS.

"THE SECRET OF LIFE IS TO ENJOY THE PASSING OF TIME." SO, HOW DO WE DO THAT? ONE WAY IS TO GET RID OF ANYTHING AND EVERYTHING THAT BOTHERS US – LIKE ALL OF THE ABOVE.

NOW, COWBOYS HAVE KNOWN THIS FOR A LONG TIME. THEY HAVE A RULE: BE HAPPY. THIS IS NOT: DON’T WORRY, BE HAPPY. THIS IS JUST Plain, STRAIGHT AND SIMPLE: “BE HAPPY” – THERE IS NO TIME TO EVEN MOUTH THE ‘DON’T WORRY’ PART – BESIDES ITS HARD ON THE TEETH. SO, IF WE DO LIKE THE MYSTICS HAVE ASKED AND PAY ATTENTION TO THE PRESENT AND BE HAPPY, THEN MAYBE EVERYTHING ELSE WILL STRAIGHTEN OUT? IT PROBABLY WOULD.

THE FACT IS – IF YOUR NOT HAPPY AROUND A COWBOY, HE’LL JUST SIMPLY KICK YOUR ASS UP AROUND YOUR EARS SO HARD AND OFTEN THAT WHEN HE GETS DONE – YOU’RE DAMN HAPPY.

BEING HAPPY CERTAINLY WORKS FOR SICK PEOPLE. A MAN NAMED NORMAN CUNNS WATCHED COMEDY FILMS FOR A COUPLE MONTHS STRAIGHT (DAY AND NIGHT) AND LAUGHED HIMSELF HEALTHY, HE HAD TERMINAL CANCER. THEN HE WROTE A BOOK ABOUT IT. THERE’S NO DOUBT THAT HE ENJOYED THE PASSING OF TIME.

SO, JUST FORGET ABOUT ALL OF THE DAMN RULES THAT GO WITH CULTURE, HISTORY, LANGUAGE, TRADITION AND ALL THAT CHA CHA. GET ON WITH BEING HAPPY – BESIDES THERE AIN’T ANYTHING ELSE WORTH DOIN’.

AS USUAL THINGS CAN’T PROCEED SIMPLY – IT’S GENERALLY NOT A GOOD IDEA TO TOSS OUT ALL OF ONE’S TRADITIONS, BELIEFS AND OPINIONS ALL AT ONCE – YOU MIGHT WIND UP IN THE FUNNY FARM WITH THOSE OTHER FOLKS THAT HAVE CLEANED HOUSE A LITTLE TOO QUICKLY. OBVIOUSLY CERTAIN WAYS OF BEING ARE FOUNDATIONAL TO ONE’S SELF IMAGE. SO ONE IS BEST ADVISED TO TAKE THE FOUNDATION APART ONE
STONE AT A TIME. THERE ARE SEVERAL DIFFERENT WELL ESTABLISHED TECHNIQUES FOR DOING THIS: SELF HYPNOSIS, PSYCHOANALYSIS, MR. HARRY PALMER'S AVATAR TECHNIQUES, CATHOLIC CONFESSION, SCIENTOLOGY AUDITING, SPIRITUAL RECAPITULATION, ROLFING AND, OF COURSE, PAST LIFE REGRESSION THERAPY (HERE AGAIN ONE MUST BE CAREFUL, IMPROPER REGRESSION TECHNIQUES CAN LEAVE ONE STUCK AS ATILLA THE HUN FOR A WHILE).

THE YOGA SUTRAS/PRECEPTS AND COMMON SENSE TELL US THAT IF ONE IS ABLE TO CHANGE THEIR SELF-IMAGE, THEN ONE IS ABLE TO OPERATE IN THE WORLD OF NEW AND BETTER ENERGIES I.E. TO TAKE ON THE GARB OF A SAINT OR AN ANGEL OR AN ALLIGATOR AS CALLED FOR BY THE SITUATION. SO:

WHICH WOULD YOU RATHER HAVE: A BRIGHT SHINING PLANET INHABITED BY GOD-LIKE BEINGS; OR A DULL, HAZY, POLLUTED GARBAGE SCOW POPULATED BY WAR-LIKE, FISHING, FIGHTING, FUCKING, EGOTISTICAL SLUGS WHOSE HISTORY, RELIGIONS, SCIENCE, CULTURES, TRADITIONS AND LANGUAGES KEEP THEM REDUCED AND DIMINISHED IN THEIR CAPABILITIES (SEPARATED FROM THE INFINITE)? WHICH OF THESE SELF-IMAGES IS MOST APPEALING?

IN CASE NOBODY'S TOLD YOU: THIS PLANET (ACTUALLY THE WHOLE SOLAR SYSTEM) IS HEADED FOR A COSMIC CHANGE. THE MAGNETISM ON THE SUN AND ALL OF THE PLANETS IS DROPPING AMONG OTHER COSMOLOGICAL AND ATMOSPHERIC OBSERVATIONS OF COMING CHANGES (LIKE THE IONSPHERE HAS SHRUNK). LISTEN UP FOLKS, YOU BEST GET ON WITH SOME CHANGIN' CAUSE THE PLANET IS FIXIN’ TO DO IT FOR YOU. WITH LUCK, MAYBE THE COSMOS IS GOING TO FORCE US INTO RECOGNISING OURSELVES AS THE TRULY LOVING BEINGS WE ARE:

IT IS WELL ESTABLISHED THAT WE CAN COMMUNICATE VIA TELEPATHY (STUDIES OF TWINS, MOTHER/DAUGHTER RELATIONSHIPS, SIA BABA AND OTHER SAINTS & GURU'S HAVE PROVEN THAT TELEPATHY IS POSSIBLE). WE CAN HEAL BY THE TOUCH, AT LEAST SOME OF US: AMONG THE MANY HEALERS ON THIS PLANET WE HAVE STEVEN TYROFF WHOSE ABILITIES HAD TO BE RECOGNISED BY THE GOVERNMENT OF SPAIN DUE TO POPULAR DEMAND AND HE CREDITS HIS GIFT TO SAI BABA'S GRACE! WHOSE HEALING ABILITIES ARE WORLD RENOWN; THEN THERE ARE THE PHILIPPINE HEALERS; AND THE EVANGELISTIC HEALERS LIKE ORAL ROBERTS & BILLY GRAHAM - WE ALL HAVE THE ABILITY. SAI BABA DEMONSTRATES THE ABILITY TO TELEPORT AND BI-LOCATE NEARLY DAILY - THIS HAS BEEN SO WELL DOCUMENTED AND REPORTED THAT THEY (PEOPLE LIVING AROUND SAI BABA) HAVE ESSENTIALLY STOPPED TALKING ABOUT IT AND SIMPLY ACCEPT IT AS PART OF LIFE. REINCARNATION AND KARMA ARE, ALSO, WELL PROVEN BUT WE STEADFASTLY REFUSE TO RECOGNISE OUR OWN DIVINITY. AND, THIS LIST OF HUMANITY'S DIVINE ATTRIBUTES CAN GO ON AND ON.

IN THE END WE BEST BE HAPPY WITH OUR CREATION 'CAUSE THERE AIN'T ANYBODY ELSE GOIN' TO DO IT FOR US.

THE COWBOY